
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF FLORIDA

@efore the Honorable Samantha Schosberg Feuer, Referee)

THE FLORIDA BAR,

l complainant,

ASHLEY ANN KRAPACS,

Respondent.

Supreme Court Case

NO. SC19-277

The FIorida Bar File二Nos.

2018-50,829 (17I)FES;

2018-50, 851 (17I);

2019-50, 081 (17I)

MOTION FOR DISOUALIFICATION OF REFEREE

COMES NOW, Respondent, ASⅢ」EY ANN KRAPACS’狐d hereby

moves仙s Court to enter an order disqualifying the Honoral)le Samantha

Schosberg Feuer from a11蘭her prooeedings in the above-Styled cause, and as

grounds therefore the Respondent states as follows‥

1. There have been no previous disquali宜catious皿der this rule in this case

Or any Other case between the parties.

2. The Honorable Saman血a Schosberg Feuer has been assigned皿s matter.

3.珊e Respondent, Ashley Am Krapacs, has a wellrfe皿ded fear that she

has not and will not receive fair cousideration of her motious or a fair

trid圧n front of the Referee Schosberg Feuer.
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PROCEDURAL HISTORY

l. On February 20, 2019, The FIorida Bar糾ed its Petition for Emergency

Suspeusion agaiust Respondent.

2. On February 27, 2019, the Florida Supreme Court issued its order granting the

Bar’s Petition for Emergency Suspension without holding a pre-dep正vation

hearing.

3. On March 4, 2019,血e Honorable Samantha Schosberg Feuer was appointed as

referee (hereinafter, “Referee”).

4. On May l, 2, and 7, 2019, an eVidentiary hearing was held in皿s matter.

5. On J皿e 3, 2019,血e Report & Recommendation by Referee was餌ed.

APPLICABLE LAW

The FIorida Rule of Judicial Administration 2.330 provides血at any party

may move to disqualify血e血al judge assigned to the case on the gro皿ds “that the

party fears that he or she will not receive a細r trial or hea血g because of

SPeC脆cally described prejudice or bias of血e judge.”

Pursuant to R, Regulating Fla. Bar 3-7.6(h)(8), a referee may be disq脚l綿ed

from service in the same mamer and to血e same extent that a trialjudge may be

disq脚lified皿der exis血g law from acting in a judicial capacity.

FIo正da Statute § 38. 10 provides:
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Whenever a party to any action or proceeding makes and触es an

a縦davit stating fear that he or she will not receive a fair trial in the

court where the suit is pending on account of the pr♀judice of the

judge of that co血against the applicant or in favor ofthe adverse

party,瓜e judge shall proceed no further, but another judge shall be

designated in the mamer prescribed by the laws of this state for the

substitution ofjudges for the trial of causes in which the presiding

judge is disqualified.

Rules which control the instant quasi-administrative proceedings do not set

for a specific dead皿ne within which Respondent is required to bring a motion

challenging血e neutrality of a referee. In the absence of specific provisious’

Respondent sul)mits血at the intent behind the Rules goverrmg such quasi-

administrative disciplinary proceedings is to pemit flexibility to bring a recusal

motion directed at血e referee once Report & Recommendation is創ed by the

Referee.

ARGUMENT

In f砂es v,駒te Qf用oriみ血e Fourth Dis正ct Court of Appeal stated, ``Our

task on appeal is to determ血e the legal suffroiency of血e motion based on whe血er

血e facts alleged would place a reasonal)1y prudent person in fear of not rece宣Vmg a

fair and血partial trial and sentencing proceeding・” Z砂e”.級ate qfH0riみ686

So.2d 694, 695 (Fla. 4血DCA 1997), quOting Levine v. State qr用orida, 650 So.2d

666, 667 (Fla. 4血DCA 1995). “[A] party seeking to disq助lify ajudge need o血y
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show `a well grounded fear that he will not receive a fair trial at血e hands ofthe

judge. It is not a question ofhow the judge feels; it is a question ofwhat feeling

resides in the a鮎ant’s mind and the basis for such feeling.’’’脇培O V. W卸go, 669

So.2d l123, 1 124 (Fla. 4th DCA 1996), quOting S幼te餅rel・ Brown v. Dewell, 131

Fla. 566, 573 (Fla. 1938). See also Hゆv梗V. Douglas, 400 So・2d 553 (Fla. 4th

DCA 1981)・

缶The question of disqua雌cation focuses on those matters from which a

litigant may reasonal)ly question a judge’s impa正ality rather than the judge’s

perception of his al)ility to act fairly and impartially.” Lil,ingrton v. S鋤e qf

Hori切, 441 So.2d lO83, 1086 (Fla. 1983). “A detemination must be made as to

whether the facts alleged would place a reasonatly prudent person in fおof not

recelVmg a fair and impartial trial.” M at lO87. Here, the facts ofthis case clearly

demons調e血at the Responde血has a reasonわle fear that she has not and will not

receive a fair consideration of her motions and an impartial血al before the

Referee.

Respondeut brings the instant motion challenging the impartiality of the

Referee on the fo11owing grounds:

A.　Referee Prqiudged the Case from Early On

The overwhelming evidence in this case demonstrates that Referee
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improperly prQjudged the case from early on・ The case law in this state makes clear

血at disqua睡cation is warranted when a judge has demonstrated prqiudgment of a

case. The Supreme Co血Of FIorida has held∴`Judicial comments revealing a

detemination to rule a particular way prior to hearing any evidence or argument

have been found to be su縦cient grounds for disqualification.” 7h0,npSOn V. State,

990 So.2d 482, 490 (Fla. 2008), quOting Benson v. 7協a7pe, 685 So.2d 1363, 1364

(Fla. 2d DCA 1996). In 7ho,7やSOn, the正al judge, before the presentation of

evidence, made reference to specific sentencing guidelines that the defendant could

face in his criminal case, and the Com held血at this demonstrated the judge’s

predisposition, eSPeCia11y considering the ultimate sentence entered by the trial

judge conformed with what the judge had referenced previously. H!OmpSOn, 990

So.2d at 490 (Fla. 2008). Here, the Referee made many statements during the

course of the proceedings which indicated her predisposition before the

presentation of evidence, a Predisposition which ultimately conformed with the

recommendation in her Report & Recommendation.

Further, in Wd7gO V. Wd7管O, the Fourth District Co血OfAppeal held’“A

judge may fom mental impressions and opinions during the course ofpresentation

ofevidence, aS Iong as she does not prQjudge the case.” W7ng。 V.脇ngo, 669

So.2d l123, 1124-1125 (Fla. 4th DCA 1996), quOting Brown l,. Pate, 577 So.2d
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645, 647 (Fla. 1stDCA 1991). See also Bamett v. Bamett, 727 So.2d 311, 312

(Fla. 2d DCA 1999); Wむ姪on l,. Wむ的On, 159 So. 3d 394 (Fla. 3dDCA 2015).

In脇IgO, Which invoIved postjudgment proceedings in a dissolution of

marriage case,血e Fourth District Court ofAppeal found that “the judge made the

gratuitous remacks which were disparagmg Of husband’s position prior to hearing

any evidence in the case. Thus, the remarks may have signaled a predisposition,

rather than an impression fomed after reviewing the evidence.” Wd7柳, 669 So.2d

at l 125 (Fla. 4th DCA1996). The gratuitous remarks which were disparaging of

husband’s position include the judge stating, “Aheady anticipating a bad result, is

he?” as well as血e statement, “We11, this is atrocious.” M at l 124. The Court held

that these statements went beyond mental impressions and signaled a

Predisposition in the case" M at l 125.

In the instant case, during the evidentiary hearing, Referee on many

occasions made gratuitous remarks which were disparaging to Respondent’s

position before血e cIose of evidence. On at least one occasion, Referee iden舶ed

and referred to witness Nisha Bacchus狐d witness Russe11 Williams as “victims.”

The evidence had not yet been餌1y submitted and there was not yet evidence other

血an previously fomed mental impressions血at would justify calling these

witnesses “victims” before the cIose of a11 the evidence. Referee’s use of gratuitous
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teminoIogy disparaging to Respondent’s position indicates that Referee had a

predisposition in this case. Iden舶cation by血e Referee of these two witnesses as

“victims” is the kind ofprqjudgment that would insti11 fear in狐y reaSOnable

PerSOn Of not recelVmg a fair hearing or consideration of motions.

F血her, in Bamett, a divorce proceeding, the judge made a statement on the

record regarding visitation ofthe child ofthe parties, a Statement Which seemed to

indicate that the judge had prQjudged the issue of visitation of the child before the

cIose ofthe evidence. Bamett, 727 So.2d at 31 1 (Fla. 2d DCA 1999). The Second

District Co血of Appeal granted the Petitioner’s Writ of Prohibition and found that

血e judge’s comment “could reasonably be interpreted to mean that the judge had

crossed that line from foming mental impressions to prQjudging the issue.”

Bamett v. Bamett, 727 So.2d at 312 (Fla. 2dDCA 1999)・

In the instant case, While witness Leila CampagnuoIo testified, Referee

asked Ms. Canpagnuoloわout her opmlOn Of social media and described the

Responde調・s actions as “using social media to attack somebody." Referee’s use of

血e word “attack” w皿e questioning a witness, Prior to the cIose ofthe evidence, 1S

a gratuitous remark disparaging to Respondent’s position which signals that

Referee had crossed the line from foming mental impressions and had already

pr匂udged the nature of Respondent’s conduct before Respondent had珊1y
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PreSented her defense.

Further, also while questioning Ms. CampagnuoIo, Referee referred to

Respondent’s conduct as “name"Calling:’a gratuitous remark that was disparagmg

to Respondent’s position which indicates that Referee had crossed血e line from

mental impressions to prQjudging the case from early on, before Respondent had an

OPPOrtunity to present her full defense. These sorts ofreferences to the Respondent

before the cIose of the evidentiary hearing and before the presentation of

Respondent’s defense is the kind ofpr♀judgment that would insti11 fear in any

reasonal)le person of not receiving a fair hearing or consideration of motions.

For the foregomg reaSOnS, the Respondent has a reasonable fear that Referee

improperly prQjudged the issues in this case from early on and that Respondent has

not and will not receive a fair consideration of her motions or a fair and impartial

trial before血e Referee, and as such, disqua臆cation and reappointment of a new

referee is warranted in this case.

B.　Referee Injected Herselfinto the Proceedings

In addition to pr♀judging the case from early on, the overwhelming evidence

in this case demonstrates血at Referee i重垂cted herself into the proceedings and

acted as Co皿Sel for the Bar on multiple occasions. Repeatedly and systematica11y’

Referee stepped into the shoes of Counsel for the Bar and posed questions to血e
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witnesses to improperly seek out additional evidence. Additionally, Referee

repeatedly abandoned her role of impartiality and entered the fray of the

proceedings by repeatedly echoing and mirroring language used by The Bar in its

petition as we11 as language used by The Bar during the evidentiary hearing.

The law is clear in this state血at where ajudge i垂ects herself into the

proceedings, She camot remain impartial, and disqua雌cation is warranted. The

Fou血District Court ofAppeal has held, “Obviously, the trial judge serves as the

neutral arbiter in the proceedings and must not enter the fray by giving `tips’to

either side.” Chastine l,. Broome, 629 So.2d 293 ,295 (Fla. 4th DCA 1993). See

alsoJL.D. v. State, 4 So.3d 24 (Fla. 2dDCA 2009); Evans v.鋤7te, 831 So.2d 808

(Fla. 4th DCA 2002). Chastine invoIved a first-degree murder case in which the

trial judge passed a note to the prosecution that contained advice on trial strategy.

αastine, 629 So.2d at 294 (Fla. 4th DCA 1993)" The Court found that thejudge

improperly i可ected herself into the proceedings, that her conduct was su触cient to

demonstrate bias, and the Court granted Petitioner’s Writ of Prohibition. M at 295.

In the instant case, Referee repeatedly,血ough questions posed to witnesses’

i車vcted herself into the proceedings to boIster狐d aid The Bar’s case. Referee did

not even attempt to shield her assistance to The Bar through a private note, but

repeatedly and systematically, On the record acting as Counsel for the Bar, POSed
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questions to the witnesses which tended to disparage Respondent and damage her

position while aiding The Bar’s position. Further, the nature of Referee’s questions

demonstrates her attempt to actively seek out the presentation of additional

evidence to aid The Bar.

In Evans, a CaSe invoIving battery on a law enforcement o縦cer and

disorderly conduct, the trial judge asked血e defendant about her immi伊ation

status after血e defendant had stated that she was a “law abiding citizen.” Evans v.

SJate, 831 So.2d at 809-810 (Fla. 4th DCA 2002). The Fourth District Court of

Appeal held that it was not the judge’s role to make such an inquiry and reversed

and remanded the case. Evans v. State, 831 So.2d at 81 1-812 (Fla. 4血DCA 2002).

Here, Referee made voluminous inquiries of the testifying witnesses which

went well beyond the judge’s role in these proceedings. For example, during the

evidentiary hearing, Referee asked both witnesses ca11ed by The Bar (Williams and

Bacchus) how this situation had affected their lives. This line of questioning is not

only irrelevant to the key issues in血ese proceedings’it demonstrates血at

Referee’s attempt to seek out additional evidence which would damage the

Respondent and boIster The Bar’s case. Referee went well beyond giving tips to

Counsel for the Bar and stepped into the shoes ofBar Counsel to act as an

advocate for the bar and elicit testimony that would damage the Respondent. This
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is the type ofbias血at would instill fear in any reasonable person ofnot recelVmg a

fair ruling of motions or fair trial.

In R. 0. t,. S幼te, a Criminal case invoIving possession of cocaine, the judge

asked the defendant if he had cocaine on him t血ee separate times, a queStion

which we血beyond the scope of the questions that had already been posed to the

defendant. R.0. v. State, 46 So.3d 124, 125 (Fla. 3d DCA 2010). The Third District

Court of Appeal stated, “When a judge enters into the proceedings狐d becomes a

participant or advocate, a Shadow is cast upon judicial neutrality.” R.0・ V. S幼te, 46

So.3d at 162 (Fla. 3d DCA 2010), quOtingAsbu砂, V. S細te, 765 So. 2d 965, 966

(Fla. 4th DCA 2000). The Court further stated血at, “The judicial neutrality

becomes much more impaired when the trial court actively seeks out the

presentation ofadditional evidence.” R・0・ V. State, 46 So.3d at126 (Fla. 3d DCA

2010), quOtingAsbury l,. SJate, 765 So. 2d 965, 966 (Fla. 4th DCA 2000)・ The

Third Dist正ct Court ofAppeal found that the judge’s questions “weut well beyond

general fact finding required by the interests ofjustice, elucidation of evidence, Or

mere curiosity,” and the Court reversed and remanded for a new trial before a

differentjudge, R.0. v. SJate, 46 So.3d at128 (Fla. 3d DCA 2010)・

In the instant case, Referee asked Respondent’s expert witness, Dr. Castillo,

whether the Respondent should be medicated, an inappropriate question that was
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clearly outside the scope ofthese proceedings and went beyond the evidence

already presented. By posmg SuCh a question to Dr. Castillo’Referee improperly

i垂ected herself into the fray, aCted as狐advocate for Bar Counsel, and attempted

to improperly in組uence the witness to elicit additional testimony that would

damage Respondent and boIster The Bar’s case.

Additionally, While Respondent’s expert w血ess, Dr. Yenys Castillo, WaS

testifying, Referee continued to ask Dr. Castilloわout whether Respondent would

“snap back”血o a PTSD state. The Bar (and Counsel for Respondent) had already

questioned Dr. Castillo on this issue extensively, and Dr. Castillo had provided紬I

and thorough answers. Nonetheless, Referee, aCting as狐advocate for The Bar,

improperly iI互ected herself into the proceedings and continued to ask the same

question in an obvious effi加to elicit a di飾erent answer than had been glVen

previously. It is clear that Referee attempted to improperly influenced the witness

to try to elicit different testimony than had been given previously.

Referee also asked Dr. Castillo whether the Respondent su餓計ed from any

disorders other than PTSD, a queStion which went beyond the scope ofthe

evidence that had been presented thus far and went well beyond general fact

血ding. Dr. Castillo had already testified extensively regarding the Respondent’s

mental health狐d the results ofthe testing that Dr. Castillo had conducted with
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Respondent. Referee posmg SuCh a question to Dr. Castillo demonstrates血at

Referee improperly entered the fray in these proceedings, aCting as an advocate for

The Bar, tO elicit additional testimony which would boIster The Bar’s case,

Further, in JL.D. v. State, the Second District Court ofAppeal stated,

“There is an understandable temptation for a trial judge to take over questioning at

a hearing such as a restitution hearing where an inexperienced attomey is sIowing

down a busy docket. At the same time,血ere is狐understandable hesitancy on the

part ofcounsel to o切ect to proactive questioning by a正aljudge who will be the

decision-maker at the end ofthe hearing.” /L.D. 1,. S幼te, 4 So.3d 24, 26 (Fla. 2d

DCA 2009). In JL.D. v. S/ate,血e Court found that “the正al judge in this case

departed from a position of ne血ality in attempting to elicit testimony m SuPPOrt Of

血e restitution award.” Jd

Here, aS explained above, Referee, t血ough the line of questioning that she

POSed to witnesses, rePeatedly departed from her position of ne血ality and

improperly iI垂cted herself into the proceedings to attempt to elicit additional

testimony ln SuPPOrt Of The Bar’s position.

Further, multiple times during the evidentiary hearing, Referee went even

beyond giving tips to The Bar and began using The Bar’s own teminoIogy,

echoing and mirroring language which was being used by The Bar not only in its
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initial petition but also language The Bar used during the evidendary hearing,

clearly demonstrating that Referee ir垂cted herself into the proceedings and

improperly acted as an advocate for The Bar. For example, during the evidendary

hearing, Referee referred to both of The Bar’s witnesses, Williams and Bacchus, aS

“victims,” echoing language that was repeatedly used by The Bar in its petition and

during the evidentiary hearing. In echoing and mirroring The Bar’s language and

teminoIogy, Referee abandoned her role of impartiality and iI可ected herself into

the proceedings.

Additionally, during the final hearing, While witness Leila CampagnuoIo (a

non-lawyer who was testifying for the Respondent) was on the stand, Referee

asked her if Ms. CampagnuoIo felt it was appropriate to “name-Call” on social

media・ By usmg SuCh terminoIogy and echoing the nature of The Bar’s language to

describe Respondent’s conduct before Respondent had餌1y presented her defense,

Referee improperly ir互ected herself into the proceedings to act as an advocate for

The Bar. Further, by asking a question of t血s nature to a non-lawyer witness’

Referee improperly influenced and intimidated血e witness to extract testimony

which would discredit Respondent and boIster The Bar’s case, eSPeCia11y

considering this non-1awyer witness was not in a position to render any opmlOnS aS

to血e professional st狐dards for lawyers. Although Bar Counsel had every
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OPPOrtunity to call witnesses of their choosing (including calling an expert witness

Well-VerSed in the FIorida Rules of Professional Responsibility), Bar Counsel

failed to do so. Nonetheless, Referee attempted to糾in that gap by improperly

questioning a non-expert Witness for her lay opmlOn Ofthe Florida Rules of

Professional Responsibility. This clearly demonstrates Referee’s abandorment of

her role of impa正ality to inject herself into血e proceedings and act as an advocate

for The Bar.

Additionally, Referee asked Ms. Can叩agnuoIo about her opinion of social

media and described the Respondent’s actions as “using social media to attack

SOmebody.” By using the word “attack,” Referee was echoing and mirroring

language repeatedly used by The Bar, both in its initia宣petition and during

hearings, and thus Referee improperly iItjected herself into the proceedings to act

as an advocate for Bar Counsel. Fu血er, the characterization ofthe Respondent’s

actions as an “attack” while posmg a queStion to a non-la¥vyer Witness

demonstrates that Referee was improperly influencing the witness to elicit

testimony that would damage Respondent and support The Bar’s case. This sort of

questioning by Referee at the very start of Respondent’s presentation of her

defense is the type of conduct that would instill fear in紬y reaSOnable person of

not recelVmg a fair ruling on motions or a fair trial.
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Additionally, during the evidentiary hearing, Bar Counsel moved to enter

text messages between Respondent and fomer boyfriend血o evidence. Counsel

for Respondent objected to this evidence on the grounds血at it was untimely and

irrelevant. Referee allowed Bar Counsel to enter the text messages into evidence

OVer Counsel for Respondent’s o助ections. During Counsel for Respondent’s

cIosing argument, Referee requested that Counsel for Respondent address the text

messages. Regardless of Counsel for Respondent’s motivation for not addressing

血e text messages during his cIosing argument, Referee instructing Counsel for

Respondent to address血em demonstrates血at Referee improperly i宣加cted herself

into the proceedings and abandoned her role of impartiality. Such conduct would

instill fear in any reasonable person of not recelVmg a fair hearing of motions or a

fair and impa請ial trial.

Further, Referee’s recommendation in her山ne 3, 2019 Report and

Recommendation echoes and mirrors the exact sentiments and views血at had

repeatedly been expressed to the Respondent by T血e Bar during pre巾ial

discussions, discussions that Referee should not have been privy to, Which

demonstrates clearly that Referee abandoned her role of impartiality’improperly

i可ected herselfinto the proceedings, and acted as an advocate for The Bar. This is

the type of conduct that would instill fear in any reasonable person of not recelVmg
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a fair ruling on motions or a fair trial.

The nature and volume ofthe questions posed to血e witnesses, and血e

statements made by Referee at various stages ofthese proceedings which

disparaged Respondent and echoed and mirrored The Bar’s language demonstrates

血at Referee ab狐doned her role of impartiality to act as an advocate for The Bar

and improperly entered the proceedings. The facts clearly demonstrate that

Respondent has a reasonable fear that she has and will not had a fair consideration

ofher motions or a fair狐d impartial trial in these proceedings and, aS SuCh’

disqualification of Referee and reappo血ment of a new Referee is warranted.

C. Referee Failed to Exercise Independent Judgment

The facts ofthis case make clear that Referee failed to properly utilize her

independent judgment in dra餌ng her Report & Recommendation. In Ross v.

Botha, the Fourth District Court of Appeal held that,寝An order must reflect

independent decision-making by the judge.” Ross v. Botha, 867 So.2d 567, 572-

573 (Fla. 4th DCA 2004), quOting PerloM′ V. Be,g-Perlow, 816 So.2d 210, 217

(Fla. 4th DCA 2002); F/int l,. for加n, 744 So.2d 1217, 1220 (Fla. 4th DCA 1999)・

In Ross, a CaSe invoIving a post-dissolution order regarding child support and

visitation, the Fo血h District Cout of Appeal held that by issuing a proposed order

血at was an `宙egular, defective, One-Sided sul’mission ve心atim," the order issued
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by the judge had not demonstrated his utilization of any independent judgement.

Ross v. Botha, 867 So.2d at 572-573 (Fla. 4瓜DCA 2004).

Here, it is clear that Referee failed to utilize her independent decision-

mcking in issuing her九me 3, 2019 Report & Recommendation and that the Report

is irregular, defective, and one-Sided. Going even beyond the improper conduct in

Ross, Where the trial judge adopted a proposed order verbatim, Referee copied and

PaSted large chunks of text, Verbatim, nOt just from The Bar’s proposed Report &

Recommendation but direct互′〆om脇e Ba宮s ;nitial F勃殺a7y 20, 2019 petition,

Evidence of copymg and pasting is apparent within the Report. On page lO of the

June 3, 201 9 Report & Recommendation, the numbering under subsection (4) as it

appears in The Bar’s petition was not updated after the copy狐d paste was

perfomed, SO the first subsection under (4) starts with (e), although one would

presume a subsection under a new heading would begin with (a). The subsections

under (4) appear as (e) through (D, with a new nunber sul)SeCtion of (1) under (f).

Subsection (f), Which begins on page l l血ough page 14, and all the content on

these pages is largely verbatim directly from The Bar’s Petition for Emergency

Suspension.

Additionally, On Page 14, SeCtion (2) begins with subsections (a) through O)

below, and those sections run血ough page 25. These = pages are also nearly
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verbatim taken宜om The Bar’s Petition. Referee did not even attempt to update the

numbering to conform with her Report & Recommendation and made no attempt

to utilize any ofher own unlque language for at least 14 pages ofher 48-Page

Report & Recommendation. By copymg and pasting massive sections of The Bar’s

Petition for Emergency Suspension directly into her Report & Recommendation,

Referee has demonstrated that she failed to exercise independent judgment, She

pr句udged the case from early on, and she has failed to consider the full scope of

evidence presented during the evidentiary hearing in making her determination.

Referee’s failure to exercise independent judgement is the sort of bias that

would instill fear in any reasonable person of not recelVmg a fair hearing of

motions or a fair and impartial血al. For the foregomg reaSOnS, disqua雌cation of

Referee and reappointment of a new Referee is warranted.

I. TOTALITY OF THE EVIDENCE SUPPORTING

DISQUAL IFICATION

Considering the foregoing, it is clear that the Referee has become an

adversary to the Respondent. The Referee is no Ionger neutral.

The Referee’s cumulative treatment of the Respondent creates a well-

founded fear in the Respondent that she has not received fair hearing of her

motions and that she has not received a fair trial in front of Referee Schosberg

Feuer.
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WHEREFORE,血e Respondent respect餌Iy requests that this Court grant

the Motion for Disqua雌cation ofReferee so another referee may be assigned to ‘

preside over the case, and any further relief this Court deems just and proper,

Date: June 19, 2019

Respectfu11y,

/s/ Ashlev Kraoacs

Ashley Am Krapacs

Pro Se Respondent

FO Box 21665

Fort Lauderdale, FL 33335

Phone: 202-341-1509

Email: KrapacsAAの蜜mail.com
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CERTIFICATE OF GOOD FAITH

I HEREBY CERTIFY血at the statements made in this motion are made in

good魚i血.

Date: June 19, 2019

/s/ As珊ev KraDaCS

Ashley Am Krapacs

Pro Se Respondent

PO Box 21665

Fort Lauderdale, FL 33335

Phone: 202-341-1509

Email: KraDaCSAA⑦gmail.com
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on June 19, 2019, a true and correct copy ofthe

Motion For Disqua腫cation ofReferee was served to the Clerk of Co血via

FIorida’s e-Filing portal and via e-mail to: The Honorable Samantha Schosberg

Feuer via her judicial assistant at SJo血sonl @pbcgov.org (Referee); Randi

Klayman Lazarus, Esq., Bar Co皿Sel, The FIorida Bar, Lakeview Plaza II, 1300

Concord Terrace, Suite 130, SuⅢise, FIorida 33323, (rlazarus@floridabar.org,

mcasco@組oridわar.org);狐d Adria Quintela, Esq., Staff Counsel, The Florida Bar,

65 1 E. Je飾erson Street, Tallahassee, FIorida 32399 (aquintel@flabanorg).

By: AshleγAm K7t塑aCS

Ashley Am Kiapacs
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AFF量DAVIT OF RESPONDENT

The undersigned a縦ant, Ashley Am Krapacs, after being duly swom,

deposes and states as follows:

1. I am the Respondent in the case of7he HoriゐBar v. Ashky’Ann

K7apaCS, Supreme Court Case NO. SC19-277.

2. I am in fear that Judge Schosberg Feuer wi11 not give me a fair trial or a

fair opportunity to be heard on my motions because she has abandoned

her role of impa正ality and has now placed herself in the position of my

adversary.

3. I have read the Motion for Disqualification ofJudge and certify it is an

accurate representation of my understanding of what occured in this

CaSe.

By盗 ’二

Before me, the undersigned authority, this day personally appeared Ashley

Am Krapacs, Who血st being duly swom, SayS that she is the Respondent in the

above-Styled cause,血at she has read the foregomg, and that all ofthe matters are

true and correct.

同誌馴.請劇。「

密・責・-豊里

sw。m and Subs。rib。d b。for。 m。 this上土穿y 。fJun。, 2019.

nown to me d produced

ident脆cation.



IN THE SUPREME COURT OF FLORⅡ)A

(Before the Honoral)le Samantha Schosberg Feuer, Referee)

THE FLORIDA BAR,

l c omp lainant,

VS.

ASHLEY ANN KRAPACS,

Re spondent.

Supreme Court Case

NO. SC19-277

The FIorida Bar FileNos.
2018-50,829 (17I)FES;

2018-50, 851 (17I);

2019-50, 081 (17工)

ORDER ON MOTION FOR DISQUALIFICATION OF JUDGE

TⅢS CAUSE came before血e co血upon Respondent’s motion for

disqua雌cation,則ed pursuant to R. Regulating Fla. Bar 3-7.6(h)(8), FIorida Rules

ofJudicial Administration 2.330, and FIorida Statute § 38.10.

The motion to disqualify is granted. The Chief Judge ofthe 1 5th Judicial

Circuit is requested to reassign the case.

DONE AND ORDERED, Palm Beach County, FIorida on this _ day of

J皿e, 2019.

CIRCUIT COURT JUDGE


